Abstract. Previous molecular phylogeny algorithms mainly rely on multi-sequence alignments of cautiously selected characteristic sequences, thus not directly appropriate for whole genome phylogeny where events such as rearrangements make full-length alignments impossible. We introduce here the concept of Complete Information Set (CIS) and its measurement implementation as evolution distance without reference to sizes. As method proof-test, the 16s rRNA sequences of 22 completely sequenced Bacteria and Archaea species are used to reconstruct a phylogenetic tree, which is generally consistent with the commonly accepted one. Based on whole genome, our further efforts yield a highly robust whole genome phylogenetic tree, supporting separate monophyletic cluster of species with similar phenotype as well as the early evolution of thermophilic Bacteria and late diverging of Eukarya. The purpose of this work is not to contradict or confirm previous phylogeny standards but rather to bring a brand-new algorithm and tool to the phylogeny research community. The software to estimate the sequence distance and materials used in this study are available upon request to corresponding author.
Introduction
The fast advance of worldwide genome sequencing projects affords unprecedented opportunities and perspectives for dissecting evolutionary relationships. One of the major open problems concerns the whole-genome phylogeny [1] . Traditional phylogenetic reconstruction and classifications have relied on phenotypic (morphological, physiological, behavioral) characters and paleontological records. The established molecular phylogenies often have been based on cautiously selected single characteristic sequence with emphasis on 16S rRNA, which led to the proposal of the three primary kingdoms or domains (Eukarya, Bacteria, and Archaea) [2] . However, often one gets varied conclusions using different characteristic sequences [3] , which not only reflect classical problems due to horizontal gene transfer [4] , unrecognized paralogy and highly variable rates of evolution but also highlight the fact that the evolution distance between genes and not between entire genomes. Therefore, it is not exactly to equate the history of whole genome with the history of only a portion or even the majority of its contents. Moreover, experimental evidence is now available indicating that rRNA itself can be horizontally transferred between organisms [5] . Hence, people begin to doubt all trees based on a single characteristic sequence, even further, one doubt the dogma of 'three kingdom', some even indicated it may be impossible to construct a 'universal tree' [6] .
Previously existing algorithms such as multiple alignment and various sequence evolutionary models can not directly apply to complete genomes where events such as rearrangements make full-length alignments impossible. The computational complexity will boost exponentially when the sequence number or size increases, thus, impossible to deal with huge genome data; furthermore, different sequence order and alternative options such as the score matrix often led to varied phylogenetic trees. Fortunately, there have already been proposals of whole genome phylogeny using gene order [7] , gene content [8] , folds [9] and large combined protein sequences [10] . Such methods are time consuming with human intervention and only use not whole but partial information extracted from genome in the opinion of respective considerations.
Because biological sequences encode information, and the occurrence of evolutionary events (such as insertions, deletions, point mutations, inversions and rearrangements) separating two sequences sharing a common ancestor will result in the loss of their shared information. Meanwhile, sequences which do not have a common ancestor will not share more information than would be expected at random. Generally, most information-theoretic attempts are unlikely to provide enough information to distinguish closely related species [11] , and some even deny the utility of information theory [12] . In this work, we introduce the new concept of Complete Information Set (CIS), containing all primary information of a sequence. Any two different sequences are bound to have different CIS (and vice versa), so a reasonable approach to measurement of sequence distance is the CIS comparison. Here we present a fully automated and accurate software based on such distance to compare two sequences and demonstrate that both whole genome phylogeny and 16s rRNA phylogeny, which is used for method proof-test, can be reconstructed automatically from 24 completely sequenced species.
Materials and Method
Genome sequences as well as corresponding 16s rRNA data were obtained directly from genebank website (http;//www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), including 16 Bacteria, 6 Archaea and 2 Eukarya as shown in Table I .
We begin by what we call Complete Information Set (CIS). Let = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m } be an alphabet of m symbols, and suppose S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S s } is a set of sequences formed from the symbol set . We denote the set of all different sequences Table I . This table lists the completely sequenced genome and corresponding 16s rRNA data in the text, from genebank website (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). The first column lists the abbreviations that are used for the figures in this paper, corresponding to the genome name in the second column. Column three shows the top three levels of the phylogenetic lineage (B: Bacteria; A: Archaea; E: Eukarya). The size of the complete genome and 16s rRNA of the particular species is shown in the fourth and fifth columns respectively. Obviously, there are no 16s rRNAs in the two Eukarya genomes, thus those two organisms are not include in our 16s rRNA phylogeny. The final column lists the original publication citation for each of the genomes 
Letting
Let l denote the set of all distributions satisfying
Thus, for each sequence S k , we can get a unique set of distributions
This set contains all primary information of a sequence: in particular, U L k k uniquely determines the original sequence, so we call this set a complete information set (CIS) of the sequence S k . Discrepancies among these sets mean discrepancies of all primary information among sequences, and due to the augment and heredity property of biological sequence, it is enough to efficiently discriminate different sequences as evolution distance just by comparing the beginning information subsets with window size l. Besides, for a measurement R to be a normalized 'distance' such that 0 ≤ R(x, y) ≤ 1 for all the sequences x and y, it had better satisfy the following properties: Non-negative, Boundedness, Symmetry, Continuity, Monotonicity, R(x, x) = 0 and R(x, y) ≤ R(x, z) + R(y, z). A FDOD [13, 14] measurement successfully satisfying those conditions is introduced here with proofs in the references.
where 0·log 0 0 is defined as 0 as in the Kullback-Leiber entropy [15] ; s denotes the number of the sequences; l denotes the window size.
For the appropriately selection of window size l, an empirical formula is
where l max denotes the largest length of sequences; a = 2 if l max ≤ 1000, otherwise a = 0. For example, l = 12 for the approximate genome size 100 Mb. Then, from the distance matrix, we can reconstruct phylogenetic trees using the neighboring-joining [16] algorithm with bootstrap [17] value calculated by selecting with replacements the random subsets of l-parameter CIS.
Results and Discussion
Comparative sequence analysis of 16s rRNA currently is the most widely used approach for the reconstruction of microbial phylogeny. For the purpose of method proof-test, we apply our new method as well as a popular multi-alignment based program CLUSTALW [18] , to the same 16s rRNA data sets of 22 completely sequenced Bacteria and Archaea species in Table I . An exception is that the 16s rRNA sequence of D. radiodurans (abbreviation as drad, White et al. 1999) is included in this phylogeny instead of that of H. pylori J99. Topologies of these two phylogenetic trees are remarkably similar as shown in Figure 1 . The two major lineages of cellular life, Archaea and Bacteria, are all monophyletic with maximal bootstrap values. In the Archaea branch, the only unmatched position of the six Euryarchaeota organisms is the relative branching order of M. thermoautotrophicum and A. pernix. As for the Bacteria part, T. maritima and A. aeolicus both appear at the root. In addition, Purple bacteria, Spirochaetales, Chlamydiae, Mycoplasma subbranches are all monophyletic, which has been confirmed by observed morphological features. Nevertheless, the rest Bacterial species, Synechocystis, B. subtilis, M. tuberculosis andD. radiodurans are placed in different positions, which probably due to the somewhat distrusted [19] neighbor-joining algorithm [16] and the small branch lengths in the Bacteria part. Here we show, at least, our new method is generally consistent with the commonly accepted one when applying to the same data sets.
Based on the whole genome of 24 completely sequenced Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya species in Table I , our further efforts yield a highly robust whole genome phylogenetic tree, as shown in Figure 2 . The different species are not distributed at random, but the overall topology is somewhat similar to the three-domain distribution with relatively high bootstrap values, for example, at least eighty percent of the clades are of maximum bootstrap value 100, which seems to imply that huge sequence data could remarkably increase the stability of phylogeny [20] . In the Archaea branch, to our surprise, M. jannaschii deviates from the Archaea and clusters with B. burgdorferi in the Bacteria part, but the remaining five Archaea organisms form a monophyletic branch. Interestingly, two completely sequenced Eukarya organisms in this study, S. cerevisiae and C. elegans, are closely clustered together with maximum bootstrap value and minimum distance value 0.348 (distance matrix data not shown), implying the 'late diverging', although their genome sizes are totally different (approximately 100 Mb vs. 10 Mb). Meanwhile, the Eu- The purpose of this work is not to contradict or confirm existing phylogeny standards but rather to bring a brand-new algorithm and tool to the phylogeney research community. Our new method is fully automatic with no need of gene identification or human intervention, utilizing all the information embedded in whole genome including both coding and non-coding region. One predominant feature, when comparing with previous work [11] , is the sensitivity of our distance estimation; even discrepancy of very similar sequences can be successfully measured. As for computational complexity, it is approximately proportional to the largest sequence size in the data sets, which is a great advantage to handle tremendous genome data. Furthermore, the changeable parameter l ensures that, given different sequence size, one can always find the best efficient measurement of the characteristic of sequences. Although, the chief criticism to our method may be that it is mainly depended on information theory rather than a meaningful biological model such as homology, it is worth emphasizing that the alignment algorithms that biologist use most also depend on information theory with a slight difference. Our preliminary experiments have shown that our method is fruitful, and its main possible use is as an evaluator, when individual gene trees or phylogenetic trees from different algorithms do not agree well [6] . A more thorough assessment could be done with the explosion of genome data in the public efforts.
